INTRODUCTION
It is the purpose of this report to summarize certain considerations and proposals, some of which originated as long as ten years ago, and to discuss additional ideas concerning the attempt to attain velocities in the range of the missiles considered for intercontinental warfare and even more perhaps, for escape from the earth's gravitational field, for unmanned vehicles.
The methods most frequently proposed for obtaining such vehicles involve expulsion of material at high velocity from rocket motors.
This ejected material is heated in the rocket itself, either by a chemical reaction, or, in more recent echemeB, by nuclear reactorB. (Cf., e.g., LAMS-1Ö70 and LAMS-1Ö87,) In both cases there is a severe limitation on motor temperature and thus also on the velocity of material ejected, The well-known exponential rocket formula then demands impractical mass ratios for the attainment of final velocities V_ in the desired ranges, and multi-stage vehicles become necessary. The advantage of the nuclear rocket of thie kind over the chemical type lies paradoxically not so much in it6 potentially enormous power source, which is limited by chamber temperature T to much the same range as chemical motors, but in its ability to uae hydrogen BB propellent, with M /NL » mass-ratio = exp(V /I), I « specific impulse. RPR 02'96 10:52 No.002 P.06 molecular weight p. lower than the average of chemical reaction products (cf. LA-71^, page 8), thus permitting operation at higher specific impulse, which iß a function of Jl'/^ .
The scheme proposed in the present report involves the use of a series of expendable reactors (fission bombs) ejected and detonated at a considerable distance from the vehicle, which liberate the required energy in an external "motor" consisting essentially of empty space.
The critical question about such a method concerns its ability to draw on the real reserves of nuclear power liberated at bomb temperatures without smashing or melting the vehicle.
General proposals of this sort were first made by S. Ulam in 19^6, and some preliminary calculations were made by F. Reines and S. Ulam in a Los Alamos memorandum dated 19^7 • More recently, an additional idea was advanced, which consists in placing between each bomb and the rocket a "propellant" consisting of water or some plastic, which will be heated by the bomb, and which will propel the vehicle during its subsequent explosive expansion. Some of the advantages of this proposal will be mentioned in the final section.
In any such device, one of the principal difficulties is the heating of the rocket by the propellant. We seem to encounter a situation in which the base of the rocket will be, periodically, at one second intervals, in the proximity of a very hot gas for durations of about one millisecond each. Study of the effects of such a variable wall temperature on various materials will be made, and reported on subsequently .
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UNO^SIFO
The most recent idea 1B that the uee of a sufficiently powerful magnetic field shielding the base of the rocket will have the effect of reflecting the (ionized) atoms of the hot propellent gas before they reach the rocket, thuB avoiding heating of the baBe and incidentally gaining a factor on momentum transfer. It is hoped that this possibility also may be investigated at least schematically and reported on in Part II. However, there appear to be many difficulties in such a study, involving the reaction of a plasma to the magnetic field. Whether the field strength required is irapractically large remains to be seen.
There is, it seems, the possibility of the formation of a powerful plasma current at the base of the rocket and a pinch effect, which may mean that the magnetic field becomes compreaaed to a smaller volume and the magnetic pressure considerably increased.
KINEMATICS
In order to gain some quantitative insight into the elements of Buch a system, we propose to adopt a particular aet of assumptions and to study numerically the effect of variation of parameters. The Eqa.
(l-7) which follow are obviously highly tentative and subject to many questions here unresolved.
The vehicle is considered to be saucer-shaped, of diameter about 10 raeterB, sufficient at any rate to intercept all or most of the ex- 
We assume, arbitrarily, that in the expansion of the propellant, one half of its internal energy becomes converted to kinetic energy of X.
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expansion. ThlB fraction depends obviously on the distance d and is, in our case,higher.
In our schematic computation we prefer to adopt this much too conservative value.
We may consider that the upper and lower halves of the exploding propellant travel with average velocities (2), (3) 
Finally, we assume the time At for the i-tb acceleration to be L t . 2d/(v£ + vj)
vhere d is the distance from propellent to rocket. The 1-th acceleration is thus *1 " *?/*£' < 6 > There are two cases of mathematical simplicity which we outline, and for which we include some numerical examples. (Tables 1 and 2 Thus ve have trivially the i-th maso:
tbe mass ratio:
M.R. • M /H«j
the total expelled mass: whence the values of v_, and v_ may now be obtained, using (21) and (22), respectively.
Thus all parameters are determined in terms of the fundamental set V-, M^, N, «t, d, HL., ©" . It is interesting to note that the mass ratio 
The time A 1 t is given by the constant
and hence we have the i-th acceleration
In particular, In Table 2 , Problem #V ie intended to be an analogue of Problem #4
of 2. The figure of 12 tons for the final mass of the projectile was assumed arbitrarily in our computations. Actually increasing this number with a proportional increase in the mass of the propellent is very advantageous since the mass of the bombs need hardly be increased even though their yields can be made considerably greater. Thus with, say, 20 tons for the vehicle the mass ratio will be more favorable.
3. Assuming ~1 second intervals between explosions, the total duration of the process will be less than 100 seconds, and the resulting loss of velocity due to the earth's gravitational pull will not ex-5 -1 ceed 10 cm sec . Thus the velocity V f of Section 2 should be taken as the actual desired final velocity plus 10*. This explains our use of V f o 1.2 x 10 6 -1.1 x 10 6 * .1 x 10 6 .
k. The accelerations of the order of 10,000 g are certainly large, and must be rather uniform over the entire structure or breakage is inevitable. The question of the necessary strength for our structure under such accelerations has not been studied. Shock heating in these accelerations is believed to be small.
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6. The propellent could be made of a solid material fabricated in H sheets which are placed at the bottom of the projectile. They are detached one by one and expelled to the desired distance. They could be separated by very thin ceramic layers. The placing or the propellant at the bottom of the structure has the advantage that the problem of beating of the permanent structure is attenuated. After each explosion only a small fraction of the next sheet of the propellant would be lost by evaporation and melting.
7. The problem of heating-by the propellant and the possible avoidance of this difficulty by the use of magnetic fields have yet to be studied and will be reported in Part II as indicated previously.
8. The whole scheme presupposes elevation of the entire structure beyond the earth's atmosphere by © chemical booster rocket. On the other hand, for the first few explosions we could use air as the propellant with a resultant gain in our mass ratio and with smaller accelerations .
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We have assumed that the expansion of the thin propellant layer will be essentially perpendicular to its disk surfaces. The \1HCU'-■ ■
